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INTRODUCTION 

The FAO is in the second year of implementing a Rural Knowledge Network (RKN) Project for East 
Africa  (GCP/RAF/401/IFA).  In  this  year  the  RKN  project  will  support  the  emergence  of 
commercially  viable  services  for  building  effective  and  efficient  rural marketing  chains  for  the 
benefit of all the actors. For this purpose RKN will support the  launching of a) Information Board 
Managers (IBMs), Market Access Companies (MACs). These local businesses receive technical back 
stopping from the Regional Managers of the National Marketing Companies (NMCs). These were 
formally known as Private National Companies. The vision of the project  is Local IBMs and MACs 
providing services that market chain actors need to make profitable deals along the chain for the 
benefit  of  all  actors.  The  MACs  mainly  concentrate  on  building  trustworthy  mechanisms  for 
transactions that avoid cheating and thereby increase efficiency. MACs continuously explore new 
ventures for their clients. This results in marked increases of income for the rural producers. Back‐
up services to the MACs are provided by Regional Managers of the National Marketing Companies. 
The  project  strategy  is  supporting  the  emergence  and  development  of  commercially  operating 
IBMs and MACs  that will provide  services all along  the market chains. These businesses will be 
supported by a commercially operating National Marketing Companies.  

The  Linking  Local  Learners  exchange  platform  (www.linkinglearners.net)  is  used  by  all  the 
businesses. This learning platform allows for peer‐exchange at local, district and national levels in 
order for learners to grasp the complexities of emerging technical and operational innovations  in 
marketing,  and  then  to  reconstruct  them  to  fit  each  particular  and  diverse  situation  in  Kenya, 
Uganda and Tanzania. Linking Local Learners (LLL) methodology and online platform for the RKN 
learning  network  for  peer  exchange.  The  LLL methodology  integrates  learning‐by‐doing  on  the 
ground with online peer‐to‐peer exchange. Face‐to‐face action learning brings together all the key 
players  in a market chain:  farmers, service providers and market  intermediaries,  in a structured 
process of learning‐by‐doing or action learning. Key players try out their ideas on the ground and 
exchange  ideas and experiences with  their peers  in other districts or countries using  the online 
learning  tools  of  the  LLL  service  at www.linkinglearners.net.  The  local  learners  sharing  the  LLL 
service are organized into two teams. The Demand Driven Services or DDS team brings together all 
those concerned with the operation of IBMs and MACs. The Informing Commercial Enterprises or 
ICE  team  brings  together  all  those  concerned with  the  operation  of  the  PNC  offering  back‐up 
support to the MAC’s and the TSBs, providing both business counselling and brokering services to 
MACs. 
 
THE AGRIDEA SERVICE CONTRACT 

This service contract focussed on capturing, documenting and sharing of lessons learnt and impact 
of the project. Products of this work  included: a) briefs on key  lessons  learnt and newletters on 
progress;  b)  stories  on  the  impact  of  the  project  on  small  businesses  and  on  good  practices 
emerging  from  local  experiences  in  initiating  and  supporting  emergence  of  commercial market 
access services; and c) videos highlighting major developments and impacts of the project. 

The objective of this service contract was to enable these local learners to continue to use the LLL 
learning platform  to  learn  their way  to  fill  the market  linkage  ‘know‐how’  gaps  that  they have 
identified for themselves. Specifically the contract focussed on:  

• Capture, document and share lessons learned. 
• Provide the LLL internet learning support platform. 
• Contribute to project planning 
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In  a  regional  planning meeting  held  at  the  Cathay Hotel  in Nakuru  on  the  15th November  the 
progress  of  the  service  contract  was  discussed.  Minute  No.  8:  of  that  meeting  reports  the 
following adjustments to the Agridea LoA Deliverables for December 2008: 
 
Agridea had LoA of USD 58,000 to support RKN this year. Funds were used to keep LLL registry of 
members and publish directories as well as update the website. Reports on these two deliverables 
were provided by Agridea to FAO in June. Two videos case studies are being developed and will be 
ready by December. Only  three briefs were made  this year as more emphasis has been put on 
newsletters. Support was also received for the Agridea team to participate in planning meetings in 
the region. No funds were given received for mentoring. The funds for the 2008 LoA are exhausted 
and deliverables plus  financial accounting will be ready  for submission  in December. The agreed 
deliverables for the LoA as per discussions in the regional trade fair will be: 

• 3 Briefs on lessons learned documented 
• 5 Newsletters 
• 8 Stories of impact and good practices 
• 2 case studies made into video 

 
MAJOR LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE LEARNING AGENDA 

1. Controlling Quality of IBMs 
The  IBM business model was not getting out clearly  to MACs and potential  IBMs. Clarity  in  this 
business  is  crucial  because  it  safe  guards  operational  standards,  and  every  entrepreneur must 
conform to standards.  
Future Learning: NMC should  invest and own the  info boards and register/licence each manager. 
Put more emphasis on this discussion in both ICE and DDS teams. 
 

2. Roll Out of MAC/IBM Networks 
Not enough progress has been made on rolling out the MAC/IBM network in any country. 
Future Learning: More time and commitment from Regional Managers say minimum 80% focused 
effort on rollout. NMCs and their Regional Managers are responsible for meeting rollout targets. 
These are not just numbers but the network must be having “working” MACs with their own IBM 
networks. A working network is defined as one that is: 

• Sharing price info and market intelligence on offers to buy or sell 
• Selling Adverts on info boards 
• Selling SMS newsletters from own mobiles 
• Making small deals connecting buyers and sellers for a commission. 

 
3. Critical Mass for Roll Out 

Local entrepreneurs are picking up on our business ideas. We now have a critical mass of network 
members  in some areas such as Embu and Western  in Kenya, Kilombero‐Morogoro and Songea‐
Mufindi in Tanzania and Kabale in Uganda. However, these entrepreneurs still need clarification of 
transaction security model. 
Furture  Leanring:  Prepare  and  circulate  a  handout  in  English  and  Swahili  on  the  transaction 
security model. Launch discussion of Transaction Security model on ICE team. 
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4. Exchange Among MACs at their Level Can Identify Potential Deals 

We  discovered  that  price  differences  exist  among  local markets.  This  suggests  that  exchange 
within the local networks and between MACs would identify potential profitable trades. One most 
pronounced instance was found between Kabale and Bushenyi on potatoes in Uganda.  
Future  Learning:  Ensure  exchanges  among  MACs  surface  such  possibilities  and  use  them  as 
examples to show local trading potentials. 
 

5. Agrodealers and Youth Groups as Potential MACs 
Those entrepreneurs who are doing well as MACs are people who ran other businesses like trading 
and agro‐dealerships. Youth groups also appear to be a promising option for recruits to the  IBM 
business. 
Future Learning: Roll out of business trials for finding entrepreneurs to become MACs should focus 
on Agro‐dealers or Agro‐Vets, and youth groups. Attempts  should be made  to  collaborate with 
Agrodealer  strengthening  projects  in  Kenya:  AGMARK  in  Tanzania:  TAGMARK,  and  in  Uganda: 
UNADA. 
 

6. Leadership at National Level 
Lack of leadership and commercial direction of our NMCs, most pronounced in Tanzania and less 
so in Kenya, became evident. NMC leadership, with exception of Uganda was weak at running the 
business (meeting targets and negotiating with big buyers), planning business development, and 
organizing and keeping business records. 
Future Learning: Need to make clear what is expected from NMC to have a successful commercial 
development effort. Discussions on the  ICE team to start concerning tracking business targets as 
well as monitoring business operations. 
 

7. Assessing Regional Managers 
NMCs need  to make  their own assessment of  their Regional Managers skills  to be both mentor 
and deal maker. RM’s should have time and skills for mentoring MACs and doing the transaction 
security businesses. 
Future Learning: NMC to use business functions matrix and RKN budget allocation as  inputs  into 
first drafts of company financial plans, particularly cash flow table. These are to be used as input 
to a first draft business plan for the company. Draft business plans to be developed on ICE team. 
 

8. Business Performance Reporting 
Reporting by NMC Regional Managers as well as MACs on business operations is under developed. 
Report  formats on progress  towards our business  targets  for all need  to be developed. We also 
need  reports  to  track  the  ‘registered’  deals MACs  are making. We  also  need  to  continue  to 
develop our directory of business contacts: RM, MAC, IBM, clients, farmers, and supporters.  
Future  Learing:  NMCs  to  prepare  draft  spreadsheets  to  track  1)  operational  targets,  2) MAC 
registered deals, and 3) business contacts. Drafts to be developed on the ICE team. 
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DELIVERABLE 1. LLL MEMBER DATABASE 

Over the  last year the number of members registered on the LLL service has grown slightly now 
numbering just over 220. 
 
Responding to feedback we now show what category each member is in. This helps members find 
their peers in different districts and countries. The categories are: National Marketing Companies 
which  includes their regional managers/mentors. Those who are either  in registered MACs or  in 
the  process  of  setting  up  their MACs  are  indicated  as MACs.  Note  this  is  not  the  number  of 
companies as most MACs have more than one member in the LLL team. Those who are setting up 
information boards  are  indicated  as  IBMs. Clients  include  farmer  groups  as well  as buyers  and 
processors. Lastly we use a supporter category for all those who are committed to supporting the 
development of MACs either nationally or at the district  level. This category  is  large  in Tanzania 
because  of  the  support  we  are  getting  from  IFAD  projects  like  AMSDP  and  ASSP.  Mostly, 
supporters come from Ministries of Agriculture, District councils and NGO’s. 
 
The current breakdown of members in each category is as follows: 
 

Category Kenya Uganda Tanzania 
MAC 10 10 16 
IBM 13 16 10 
NMC 8 4 5 
Clients 28 21 9 
Supporters 16 9 51 
Total Members 75 60 91 

 
Members have also told us that they would like to have the mobile phone numbers in the contact 
details as this is the most common and easiest way to get in touch and follow up with each other. 
Members have requested contact details as exchanges on common interests in starting MACs and 
growing their IBM networks is becoming a major activity across all three countries. 
 
New members are now  registered by national market companies as  they become an  important 
part of their business directory of contacts. The membership database includes: 

• First Name 
• Last Name 
• Company 
• District 
• Mobile Phone 
• Email 
• Category.  

 
Membership database for Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda can be found in Annex A 
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DELIVERABLE 2. LLL WEBSITE 

The main design principle for our website has been that it should be clear, easy to use and fast to 
download  for  those  browsing  on  dial  up  connections. Our  original website  design worked well 
until our outputs and activities  increased. Users told us that the site was becoming too cluttered 
and  the  documents  of  interest  were  becoming  harder  to  find  as  the  volume  of  documents 
increased. Users also requested that our news panel should go beyond notifications of upcoming 
events and new items posted on LLL to include news about what is going on in the field. We also 
heard  of  a  desire  for  the website  to  reflect more  closely  the  commercialization  and  focus  on 
market access services. Over the last four years we have seen a reduction of learning on matters 
concerning  natural  resources  management  and  community  based  planning  and  an  almost 
exclusive  concentration  on market  and  ICT  access.  Our  original  focus  on  developing  demand 
driven services provided by the public sector has shifted to commercial service delivery. Over the 
same time scale many more of our users have shifted from dial up to broadband access opening 
up  the possibility of providing  them with a more aesthetically pleasing site.  In  response  to user 
feedback and improved ICT access we have redesigned the www.linkinglearners.net website. 

Website Home Page: The new look of www.linkinglearners.net 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The website has been completely redesigned to give a simpler access for users and visitors to find 
what we are doing and learn what we have done. At the top of the page underneath the banner 
heading lies a new menu bar with login and links to all the resources on the site: briefs, interviews, 
stories,  videos  and  publications.  The  look  and  content  of  each  topic  are  shown  in  the  figures 
below. New  resources  included on  the menu bar are videos and business  links. Underneath  the 
menu bar  the page comprises  two windows. The  left hand window contains news  items on  the 
home page and  instructions on  the  resources  listed  in  the  right hand window. Resources  in  the 
right hand window are presented with ‘latest on top’ making  it easier for users to find the  latest 
information.  The  right  hand window  on  the  home  page  shows  the  new  style  newsletter.  The 
newsletter comprises top stories and news of developments on the ground in Kenya, Uganda and 
Tanzania. Upcoming events and notices of new resources on the website appear at the end of the 
newsletter.  
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BRIEFS 
Briefing notes produced on a monthly basis 
share lessons learned and emerging 
practices currently numbering twenty eight 
are shown with latest brief on top. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
STORIES 
Stories documenting local experiences and 
impacts are shown with latest on top. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
INTERVIEWS 
Interviews with local users of the LLL 
service on their experiences are shown with 
latest on top. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
PUBLICATIONS 
Publications with latest on top are arranged 
into training workshops, articles and project 
reports.  
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VIDEOS 
Videos in various formats documenting local 
experiences and impacts are provided for both 
online viewing and for downloading. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
LINKS 
Links to website that are useful to the local 
market access business as well as to the 
websites of our collaborating partners are given. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
NEWSLETTER 
The new newsletter is organized into top stories, 
progress in each of the national companies: 
AgriNet in Uganda, Agri Business DevCo in 
Tanzania and AgriTrade in Kenya and upcoming 
events and what are the new resources on the 
website.  
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DELIVERABLE 3. BRIEFS ON LESSONS LEARNED 

Three Briefs have been prepared and widely circulated to government officials, NGO’s, donors, 
and other development partners. 

Briefing notes No.26: Milestones in the Emergence of a Market Access Company. 
Briefing notes No 27: Business‐to‐Business Collaboration for Sustaining Small Farmer 
Market Access. 
Briefing notes No 28: New Food Shortages, Old Development Insights and the Need for 
Transaction Security. 

 
Full text of all three briefing notes can be found in Annex B. 
 
Five Newsletters have been prepared as follows: 

January‐Feb 
March April 
May‐June 
July‐Aug 
Sept‐Oct 

 
Full text of all five newsletters are attached as PDF files. 
 
DELIVERABLE 4. STORIES OF IMPACT AND GOOD PRACTICE 

Anne Dennig was contracted assist local entrepreneurs to develop their own stories of good 
practice and impact. Eleven such stories were prepared. The story titles and authors are as 
follows: 

A Trade Agent’s Eye View. Bahati Tweve. 
Farmers’ Associations Need help for Successful Marketing Mohamed Mtumbi. 
New Thinking in Tanzania for Market Access. John Kossima. 
MuMac a new Market Access Company in Muheza, Tanzania. Geoffrey Mariki. 
Moving from Public Project to Private Enterprise: The Murumase Story. Nuswe Nanzali. 
Challenges for MUMAC, Tanzania. Gaspar Mburu and Geoffrey Mariki. 
Views from Embu on New Business Opportunities. James Kanye. 
Agrovet Shop Becomes New MAC in Embu, Kenya. Alice Wamae. 
Challenges for Keekonyokie MAC, Kenya. Isaac Nemuta and Michael Kibue. 
DrumNet Links with AgriTrade in Kenya. Robert Kinuthia. 
The Business Opportunities from the AGMARK Perspective. Victor Mirori. 

 
Full text of all stories can be found in Annex C. 
 
DELIVERABLE 5. VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Declan McCormack was contracted to produce two documentation videos. Filming took place  in 
Kenya  in  the  first  two  weeks  of  November.  Post  production  work  was  carried  out  directly 
afterwards. One  tells  the story of how AgriTrade  in Kenya  is establishing a commercial National 
Marketing  Company.  The  second  case  video  tells  of  how  transaction  security  is  being 
operationalized with Drument  in  Kenya.  All  videos  can  be  viewed  from  the  linkinglearners.net 
website and have been made available to FAO and IFAD for further copying and distribution. 
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ANNEX A: LLL Team Members Uganda 
First Last Business/Company Area Mobile phone Email address Category 
Alex Birigita UNFEE Bushenyi Bushenyi  birigitalex@yahoo.co.uk Client 
Bruce Kisitu MP4IS Kampala 077212223 brucek@nida.or.ug  Client 
Chris Ibyisuntabyo UNADA Kampala 0772601803 cibyisuntabyo@yahoo.com client 
Ejomu Zeblon SOSPA Soroti 0782261330 sosppa@yahoo.com Client 
Eugene Ekinyu SOSPA Soroti 0782687648 eugene_ekinyu@yahoo.com Client 
Francis Inyalio Soroti FFS Soroti 0774219311 inyaliofrancis@yahoo.com Client 
Geoffrey Ouma Sihubira Farmers Organisation Soroti  sihufarorg@yahoo.co.uk Client 
Jessica Nambuya UNFFE Iganga Iganga  nambuyajessica@yahoo.com Client 
John Ndamira Bushenyi Banana & Plantain Assoc Bushenyi 0772566709 budcof2005@yahoo.com Client 
John Olupot SOSPA farmer assoc Soroti 0772370987 johnolupot@yahoo.com Client 
Joseph Baliraine UNFFE Iganga Iganga  jbaliraine@yahoo.com Client 
Fred Mugisha NECA - Bushenyi Bushenyi 0703130037  IBM 
Godwin Muhangi Excel Hort Consult Kabale 0714869464 muhgodwin@excel.co.ug IBM 
Grace Rusiima BATA-Bushenyi Bushenyi 0755336202 rusiimwagrace@yahoo.co.uk IBM 
Jorem Opian Teso Tropical Fruit Growers Assoc. Soroti 0772 544618 opianjo@yahoo.com IBM 
Keith  Rwamahe Apple Farmer Kabale 00775284648 jrkeiths@yahoo.com IBM 
Bernad  Ntume Hoima LG Hoima 0772344738 bntume@yahoo.com MAC 
Betty Ajambo MAC Busia Busia 077578564 ajambob2004@yahoo.com MAC 
Charles Aben MAC Lira Soroti 0775162066 stnaads@yahoo.co.uk MAC 
Damalie Magala Extension Officer  Mityana 0712808829 dbmagala@yahoo.com MAC 
Flavia Asiimwe MAC Tororo Tororo 0782351959  asiimweflavia@yahoo.com MAC 
Gaudesius Opio MAC Soroti Soroti 0772488690 opioga@yahoo.com MAC 
Jennifer Hire MAC Busia Busia 0772486005 hirejennifer2002@yahoo.com MAC 
John Peter Opio MAC Mbale Mbale  opiojp70@yahoo.com MAC 
Kigozi Kyasi Tech Services for Rural Dev Wakiso 0772458 859 tssd@yahoo.com MAC 
Getrude Nakaketto AgriNet Kampala 0712286048 nakgertrude84@yahoo.com NMC 
Diana Mutesi FICA Seeds Ltd - Agent Kampala 0772525536 Fica.project@mail.com supporter 
Federica Nshemereirwe FAO – NPC Kabale 0772387928 fnshemereirwe@yahoo.com supporter 
Francis Alacho NAADS Busia Busia  bpspc@utlonline.co.ug Supporter 
James Okoth FFS Kampala Kampala 0772442773 James.Okoth@fao.org Supporter 
John Ereng A2N Tororo Tororo  erengatyang@yahoo.co.uk Supporter 
John Jagwe IITA Kampala 0772410574 j.jagwe@iita.org supporter 
Joseph Egabu NAADS Soroti Soroti  egabujoseph@yahoo.com Supporter 
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ANNEX A: LLL Team Members Uganda 
First Last Business/Company Area Mobile phone Email address Category 
Lawrence Mwijukye Farmer group Ibanda 0782 963795 mwijukyelawrence@gmail.com client 
Mary Seviri NSAVA Kampala 0782 386504  client 
Missango Mutungi Farmer group Bushenyi 0782475226 budcof2005@yahoo.com Client 
Peter Kisambira UNFFE Iganga Iganga 077602035 antonykisambira@yahoo.com Client 
Peter Ochepa Farmer group Soroti  peterochepa@yahoo.com Client 
Ramzy Magamb TSSD Kampala 07112878613 ramzymagambo@yahoo.co.uk Client 
Sam Wasswa FICA Seeds Ltd Jinja 0712 413190  client 
Samuel Ejoku UNFFE Soroti Soroti 0772 531309 samuelejoku@yahoo.co.uk Client 
Simon Peter Ocitti Extension Officer Soroti 0774756630 simon@yahhoo.com client 
Zebleo Efomu Farmer group Soroti 0782 261330  client 
Kisembo Omukereza Hoima - Kyangwali Hoima 0753 081706  IBM 
Nelson Omoding Soroti Gweri Dairy Assoc Soroti, 0774948874 nelsonomoding@yahoo.com IBM 
Patrick  Anguria Kareu Farm Nakawa 0772 418437 Patrick@kareu.biz IBM 
Paul Okingok Farmer group Tororo 0777772076  IBM 
Peter Emoi Trader-Tororo Central Market Tororo 0774134091  IBM 
Robert  Turyamureeba Excel Hort Consult Kabale 0774 610730 Turyamureebar08@yahoo.com IBM 
Ronald  Mpungu Extension Ofiicer Mityana 0782 659156 mpunguronald@yahoo.com IBM 
Rose Atukwase Excel Hort Consult Bushenyi 0712712114 atukwatserose@yahoo.com IBM 
Sulaiti Baale Hoima Town Market Hoima 0752304907  IBM 
Velerian Lakitor Farmer group Tororo 0773533876  IBM 
Leo Odongo Trader Lira 0774 455740 leodongo@yahooo.com MAC 
Max Olupot AgriNet Kampala 0'782848225 maxolupot@yahoo.co.uk NMC 
Paul Nyende AgriNet Kampala 0772495950 pvnyende@yahoo.com NMC 
Sarah Mayanja AgriNet Kampala 0782806750 tanyibwa@yahoo.com NMC 
Lawrence Twesigye NAADS – Ibanda Ibanda 0772396444  supporter 
Susan Mugala Africa 2000 Network Tororo 0774390634 Mugala_susan@yahoo.com Supporter 
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ANNEX A: LLL Team Members Kenya 

FirstName LastName Business/ Company Area Mobile Phone Email Address Category 
Asbetah Makokha Wonderland Distributors Bungoma  asbetah@yahoo.com Client 
Basilius Kagwi MOPA Nyeri 0721746107 basiliuskn@yahoo.com Client 
Benson Chibinda FFS Bungoma 0723312997 bungomaffs@yahoo.com Client 
Bernhard Mwangi MOPA Nyeri  benamwash2006@yahoo.com Client 
Emma Obuya FFS Busia 034773961 emmaobuya@yahoo.com Client 
Fatuma Akumu KENFAP Nyanza  mwajuma@peasantsworldwide.net Client 
Gamaliel Olucjili FFS Busia 0724946464 oluchili@yahoo.com Client 
George Akhulo FFS Busia 0725772533 oakhulo@yahoo.com Client 
Agnes Barasa FFS Busia 0728366961 aegesa@yahoo.com IBM 
Benard Mwangi Ndaragwa IB Ndaragwa 0724110022 Benamwash2006@yahoo.com IBM 
Chrisantus Masibo Bungoma MAC Bungoma  chrismasibo@yahoo.com IBM 
Alice  Wamae Munya Supplies Embu 0722347970 nyamburawamae@yahoo.com MAC 
Daniel Misiko Bungoma MAC Bungoma  dnakoma@yahoo.com MAC 
Abraham Okolla Agritrade Nairobi 0721573874 okolla69@yahoo.com NMC 
Churchill Amatha Agritrade Nairobi 0733809864 c.amatha@yahoo.com NMC 
Clarice Kionge Drumnet Kisumu 0721550746 c_kionge@yahoo.com NMC 
Dan Orwa Agritrade Eldoret 0722635272 orwadan@yahoo.com NMC 
Dawson Njagi Drumnet Embu 0722492368 dassnjagi@yahoo.com NMC 
Albert Wesonga KACE Nairobi 0733854377 kacebgm@africaonline.co.ke Supporter 
Annastacia  kiio MOA Nairobi 0722366927 annastaciakiio@yahoo.com Supporter 
Bonaventure Achonga MOA Nairobi 0733236641 bonachonga@yahoo.com Supporter 
Carol Kamau FFS  MOA Bungoma  carolnetia@yahoo.com Supporter 
Christopher Magoba FFS MOA Busia 0722348194 omumbira@yahoo.com Supporter 
Elizabeth Kariuki FFS Kakamega 0722290993 bethkaris@yahoo.com Supporter 
Fatuma Nyanjong KENFAP Kisumu 0721685975 nyanjong2005@yahoo.com Supporter 
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ANNEX A: LLL Team Members Kenya 

FirstName LastName Business/ Company Area Mobile Phone Email Address Category 
Grace Ngambi KENFAP Nairobi 0733392954 producers@kenfap.org Client 
Herold Ruggut KENFAP Eldoret 0721571085 heroldrugutt2004@yahoo.co.uk Client 
Issa Asman Wepukhulu Macharia Enterprises Bungoma   Client 
Janet Omollo KENFAP Kisumu 0723713622 jomollo2006@yahoo.com Client 
Janet Ngombalu KENFAP Nairobi 0722804104 janet@kenfap.org Client 
John Mutunga KENFAP Nairobi 0721222828 mutunga@kenfap.org Client 
Judy Sang KENFAP  Eldoret 0720700066 judysang@peasantsworldwide.net Client 
Kaholifa Youth Group Farmer group Nyeri  kaholifayouth@yahoo.com Client 
Lillian Tiony FFS Busia 0724405257 lilojep@yahoo.com Client 
Lucas Nguluu FFS Kakamega  Nguluu1@yahoo.com Client 
Lucy Mwangi KENFAP Nyeri 0723240428 lunyamwa_2006@yahoo.com Client 
Lucy Nyambura KENFAP Nairobi  lunyamwa@peasantsworldwide.net Client 
Moses Gichuru MOPA Nyeri 0722343166 peninahg2002@yahoo.com Client 
John Kalayi MAC FFS  Kakamega 0723714384 kalayijohn@yahoo.com IBM 
Johnstone Ngondi Bumala MAC Busia 0725740427 johnsonouma@yahoo.com IBM 
Isaac Nemuta Keekonyoike Kiserian 0724536721 isaacnemuta2@yahoo.com MAC 
Isaya Masinde Chwele Agrovet Bungoma  chweleagrovet @yahoo.com MAC 
Mary  Wachira Allaken Nyeri 0720007189 marywak@yahoo.com MAC 
James Kanyi Agritrade Mt. Kenya 0720922103 jwkanyi@yahoo.com  NMC 
Michael Kibue Agritrade Nairobi 0721407202 Sardlivestock06@yahoo.com NMC 
Godfrey Kariuki MOA  Nairobi  godfreymkariuki@yahoo.com Supporter 
Godrick Khisa FFS Kakamega 0722813719 Khisagodrick@yahoo.co.uk Supporter 
Habakkuk Khaamala FFS Kakamega 0720833431 hkhaamala@yahoo.co.uk Supporter 
James  Kundu KACE Nairobi 0721420416 kundu@kacekenya.com Supporter 
John Inganga FFS Kakamega  jinganga@yahoo.com Supporter 
Marystella Wabwoba WK Comm D Proj Busia 0735259126 wabstella@yahoo.com Supporter 
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ANNEX A: LLL Team Members Kenya 

FirstName LastName Business/ Company Area Mobile Phone Email Address Category 
Patrick Waidhima KENFAP Bungoma 0720275128 waidhimapk@yahoo.com Client 
Patrick Mushangi KIKASHA Kiserian  pmushangi@yahoo.com Client 
Peter Ngunjiri MOPA Nyeri  ngunpeter@yahoo.com Client 
Peter Nderitu MOPA Nyeri  ngunpeter@yahoo.com Client 
Samuel Saiton KIKASHA Kiserian 0724150139 sasaiton@yahoo.com Client 
Stanley Nyongesa FFS Kakmega  stanleynyongesa@yahoo.com Client 
Sylvia Mburugu KENFAP Nairobi 0720991074 sylvia@kenfap.com Client 
Muinde Kimeu TA, Wote Makueni 0738725023  IBM 
Nganda  TA, kathonzweni Makueni   IBM 
Paul Kariuki Keekonyoike Kiserian 0714393950 pancomeng@yahoo.com  IBM 
Peter Theuri Allaken Nyeri  harqso@yahoo.com IBM 
Pricilla  Mutua TA, Emali Makueni 0723440291  IBM 
Protus  Mukusi Bungoma MAC Bungoma 0735255947 protusmukusi@yahoo.com IBM 
Simon Ngatia Nyeri IB Nyeri 0711987834  IBM 
Winston Wamae Munya Supplies Embu  winsmw@yahoo.com IBM 
Penina Sintamei Keekonyoike Kiserian 0726570515 Penisintah@yahoo.com MAC 
Peter Waboya Bungoma MAC FFS Bungoma 0726759578 peterwaboya@yahoo.com MAC 
Peter  Kirori   AgroDealer Kirinyaga 0720515036 njiimakirori@yahoo.com MAC 
Rose Akhonya MAC FFS Kakamega 0721493294 akhonyarose@yahoo.com MAC 
Susan Nduku Yanse MAC Teso/ Busia 0720235877 nduku.susan@yahoo.com MAC 
Solomon Mulindi Agritrade Western 0734618314 smulindi@yahoo.com NMC 
Pamela Liech MOA Nairobi 0720512827 pamliech@yahoo.com Supporter 
Prisca Githuka KENFAP Nairobi 0733713270 githuka@kenfap.org Supporter 
Wilson Oduori FFS MOA Busia 0736249348 Oduoriwils@yahoo.com Supporter 
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ANNEX A: LLL Team Members Tanzania 

First Name Last Name Company District Mobile Email Category 
Alfan Mohamed Farmer Group Sumbawanga 0745771335 kifumbaalfan@yahoo.com Client 
Aminiel Kitutu Ludewa farmer group Ludewa 0754467642 aminielkitutu@yahoo.com Client 
Charles Mwakatobe Farmer group Mbeya  ngoha@yahoo.com Client 
Bahat Tweve MURUMASE Mufindi  bahattweve@yahoo.com IBM 
Epheta Nkya VEO Kilosa Kilosa 0755979159 ephetankya@yahoo.com IBM 
Angetile Nocha MAC Rungwe 0752557383 nangetile@yahoo.com MAC 
Anna Farahani KIRSEC Kilosa 0784623164 annaftz@yahoo.com MAC 
Anthony Senkoro MUMAC Muheza 0754682190 jsenkoro@yahoo.com MAC 
Anyubatile Seme MAC Mbarali 0754091847 semeanyubatile@yahoo.com MAC 
Bernhard Semawaiko MAC Mbinga 0752202410 ben_mwaiko@yahoo.com MAC 
Deogratias Rwechungura MAC Mbozi 0744641607 deorwehy@yahoo.com MAC 
Felix Maganjila NMC Morogoro 0713666445 maganjila@mp.co.tz NMC 
Adam Swai MAFS Iringa Iringa 0748414738 adamswai@hotmail.com Supporter 
Asha Muya TIP Arumeru 0741433693 shmuya@yahoo.com Supporter 
Augustine Lamosai MAFS Dar es Salaam Dar es Salaam 0744444002 alamosai@yahoo.com Supporter 
C Mwakyembe ABD/DASS Mbeya  cmwakyembe@yahoo.co.uk Supporter 
Chikira Mcharo District council Rombo Rombo 0744942673 chikira_2003@yahoo.com Supporter 
Clarence Chitemi Faida Mali Hai 0754632745 chitemic@yahoo.com Supporter 
Deonice Mshida District counciil Ludewa Ludewa 0755091170 deonice@yahoo.com Supporter 
Dorothy Magesse MAFS Iringa Iringa 0744336457 magessedn@yahoo.com Supporter 
Edina Kahembe District council Arumeru Arumeru 0744568394 edinakahembe@yahoo.com Supporter 
Eliud Simfukwe District council Mbarali Mbarali 0763656296 eliudian@yahoo.co.uk Supporter 
Emmanuel Manga Celtel Dar es Salaam  mangaec@yahoo.com Supporter 
Enirisha Magohe District council Same Same 0754835276 magoheenirisha@yahoo.com Supporter 
Faustus Lekule SERUDE Morogoro Morogoro 0754690023 lekule@suanet.ac.tz Supporter 
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ANNEX A: LLL Team Members Tanzania 

First Name Last Name Company District Mobile Email Category 
Gabriel Nkenzi Farmer group Mbeya 0748354381 nkenzigs58@yahoo.com client 
Grace Malakasuka African Woman Company Dar es Salaam 0784204031 malakasukag@yahoo.com client 
Hezekia Mwakasungula Farmer Group Mbeya 0744479243 hezekiahsamuel@yahoo.co.uk client 
Lucy Chomba Muheza  Processors W.T.C.P Muheza 0787418358 mwakanitz@yahoo.co.uk client 
Kessam Maswaga MREDA Songea  maswaga@yahoo.com IBM 
Majaliwa  Nyipeta MURUMASE Mufindi 0755287975 IBM 
Job Mushi MREDA Songea 0784537162 mushijob@yahoo.com MAC 
Joseph Sekiku FADECO Kagera  fadeco@satconet.net MAC 
Mark Farahani KIRSEC Kilosa 0784705034 mfarahanitz@yahoo.com MAC 
Fred Mumbuli NMC Arusha 0783665900 mumbuli@yahoo.com NMC 
Haji Dachi NMC Tanga 0713212466 hjdachi@yahoo.com NMC 
John Kossima NMC Arusha 0715457171  johnmazotz@gmail.com NMC 
Fidea Mgina MAFS Dar es Salaam  fideamgina@yahoo.com Supporter 
Gibson Kisamba TFA Arusha 0754461988 gibson542002@yahoo.com supporter 
Grace Shile Pathfinders International Dar es Salaam 0744265474 grace2shile@yahoo.com supporter 
Hassan Mhando AMSDP PA Mbeya 0755661054 mhandohr@yahoo.com supporter 
Hosea Mwaisaka District council Sumbawanga Sumbawanga 0754776841 mwaisakah@yahoo.com supporter 
Isaac Ibrahim District council Mbinga Mbinga 0756582444 isaac.ibrahim@tnstanzania.org supporter 
Jerome Maimu VETA Same 0784860484 rimaimu341949@yahoo.co.uk supporter 
John Kamballa AMSDP PA Mufundi  johnkamballa@yahoo.com supporter 
Kain Mvanda AMSDP Dar es Salaam 0744262346 Kmvanda@yahoo.com supporter 
Labron Kibona MAFS Ileje Ileje 0742570063 labronakibona@yahoo.com supporter 
Lema Ninatubu MAFS Mbeya Mbeya 074300584 nlema@raha.com supporter 
Leonard Muhoni AMSDP n zone Arusha 0784372995 muhoni@yahoo.com supporter 
Loyce Kaitira TIP Moshi 0787330855 loycekm@yahoo.co.uk supporter 
Lukas Shemndolwa District Council Lushoto Lushoto 0748547911 lucasshem@yahoo.com supporter 
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ANNEX A: LLL Team Members Tanzania 

First Name Last Name Company District Mobile Email Category 
Mwang'ombola Mwaikambo Farmer group Mbozi 0787189826 mwaikombog@yahoo.com client 
Onesmo Mlelwa VEO Msimba Kilosa 0748819009 mlelwatz@yahoo.com IBM 
Sebastian Msapalla Moringa consultancy Arusha  moringaconsultancy@yahoo.com  IBM 
Mays Mkwembe MREDA Songea 0754626052 mays_mkwembe@yahoo.com MAC 
Mussa Singisha MARUSE Babati 0748413311 msingisha05@yahoo.com MAC 
Nicolous Malema MAC Mbeya 0755063028 n_malema1971@yahoo.com MAC 
Nuswe Nanzali MURUMASE Mufundi 0748665353 nyanzalitz@yahoo.co.uk MAC 
Salvatory Mayoka MAC Nkasi  salvatorymayoka@yahoo.com MAC 
Silvester Miziray MUMAC Muheza 0744863080 sylvestermiziray@yahoo.com MAC 
Rosemary Staki NMC Mbeya  rostaki@yahoo.co.uk NMC 
Masasa Makwasa Faida Mali Same 0713496589 makwassa@yahoo.com supporter 
Matilda Mfoi District council Siha Siha 0744497648 mmfoi63@yahoo.com supporter 
Maulid Chatto AMSDP PA Ludewa 0786037197 chattomr@yahoo.co.uk supporter 
Michael Matambi District council Mbeya Mbeya 0784623280 mmatambi@yahoo.co.uk supporter 
Mussa Msakamali AMSDP PA Arumeru  mmsakamali@yahoo.com supporter 
Mussa Sechonge MAFS Ludewa 0784980347 m_sechonge@yahoo.com supporter 
Noel Rutagarama AMSDP PA Rungwe, 0744635904 noelruta2006@yahoo.com supporter 
Philip Mwaisobwa Regional Administration Mbeya  psmwaisobwa@yahoo.com supporter 
Pius Mwashikumbulu AMSDP PA Mbozi 0745816722 piusmwashi@yahoo.com supporter 
Rebeca Mongi District council Arumeru Arumeru 0748588478 rebemongi@yahoo.co.uk supporter 
Renalda Shiyo AMSDP Dar es Salaam  renaldashiyo@yahoo.com supporter 
Richard Sirili District council Ludewa Ludewa 0262790097 rshongoy@yahoo.com supporter 
Richard Kombo District council Monduli  Monduli 0744753643 mdhiwarikombo@yahoo.com supporter 
Rose Konga District council Mbarali Mbarali  kongarose@yahoo.co.uk supporter 
SC Kifike AMSDP PA  Mbarali 0744553364 groupnuru@yahoo.com supporter 
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First Name Last Name Company District Mobile Email Category 
Thomas Ngapomba Farmer group Songea 0784629796 ngapomba@yahoo.com client 
Stanley Mchome MARUSE Babati 0748359182 stanley2004@yahoo.com IBM 
Steven Tunuto MUMAC Muheza 0715542254 stevesam@yahoo.com IBM 
Thomas Mbedule MURUMASE Mufindi 0787865667 IBM 
Yessaya Mwakyalanda MURUMASE Mufindi 0784300345 yessmwaky@yahoo.com IBM 
William Swai MARUSE Babati 0787414161 willyswai@yahoo.com MAC 
Sophia Mwenda AMSDP Arusha  sophiamwenda@yahoo.com supporter 
Stephenson Ngoda AMSDP Arusha 0744486380 scngoda@hotmail.com supporter 
Tertula Swai PADEP Dar es Salaam 0744605019 tmswai@yahoo.com.au supporter 
Thomas Julianus FFS Kagera Kagera 0784233423 ffskagera@hotmail.com supporter 
Vincon Nyimbo ADB Dar es Salaam 0754291789 vnyimbo@yahoo.co.uk supporter 
Violet Cheti District council Muheza Muheza 0754893782 chetiviolet@yahoo.co.uk supporter 
Wilbrod Kansapa District council Sumbawanga Sumbawanga 0756257372 kansapa4@yahoo.com supporter 
Yussuf Kajenje IFAD Arusha 0713542121 kajenje2002@yahoo.com supporter 
Zipporah Mwakajwanga AMSDP S zone Mbeya 0754520881 zipmwakajwanga@hotmail.com supporter 
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ANNEX B: BRIEFING NOTES 
   
                                       
                                        
                                    
                                   BRIEFING  
                                   NOTE 26 
                                   ON: 
 
Milestones in the Emergence of a Market Access 
Company 
 
 
Introduction 
Too often public investments in the emergence of commercial 
services to help small farmers access markets fail. When the project 
ends the civil servants return to their regular duties and the NGO staff 
move on to another project. Farmers are just left to their own devices. 
This behaviour severely undermines the trust small farmers have in 
NGOs’, government and the donors that support them. Clearly, 
private business and the commercial banks that loan to SME’s are 
unwilling to take the risks of setting up commercial services for small 
farmers. Public funding is therefore vital to the emergence of these 
commercial services. Our experience suggests that public funds are 
more likely to be effective when a clear set of milestones for 
commercial services are followed. Below we describe the milestones 
in the development of Market Access Companies (MAC) that we 
have found helpful. 
 
Milestones for Getting Started 
 

 
 
Milestone 1: The Entrepreneurs. Like any other commercial 
enterprise the seed is one or more entrepreneurs. Not civil servants 
and NGO staff as we so often see running so called ‘market access or 
linkage’ projects. What‘s required are entrepreneurs that see the 

business opportunity and 
commit their time and money 
to seize it. Such entrepreneurs 
must have a reasonable client 
base among the farming 
community and trading 
businesses. 
 
Milestone 2: ICT access. The 
entrepreneurs will have raised 
sufficient capital to get 
themselves a computer or 
daily access to one and a 
mobile modem or other 
solution for internet access on 
a weekly basis. They will have 
an email address and be able 
to commit sufficient time to 
read and write emails and 
browse the internet. 
 
Milestone 3: Register on LLL 
Learning Service. The 
entrepreneurs have been 
trained by a local business 
counsellor in how to use the 
LLL online learning platform. 
They are also registered on the 
LLL platform. They have 
announced their intention to 
set up a Market Access 
Company on the LLL 
platform. Once able to use the 
LLL platform the 
entrepreneurs will receive 
both online and face-to-face 
support from the business 
counsellor. 
 
Milestone 4: Develop 
Business Model. The 
entrepreneurs have developed 
a simple business model for 
their MAC. Entrepreneurs get 
online mentoring and business 
to business (B2B) learning 
from other MACs on how to 
develop their business model. 
They also share their business 
model with other MACs on 
the LLL platform. Building 
the model will require the 
entrepreneurs to understand 
the headaches of their clients, 
particularly farmer 
associations and small traders. 
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Milestone 5: Register a commercial company. The entrepreneurs have 
registered themselves as a private commercial company with the 
district council (and/or national register if necessary) and opened a 
bank account. Ideally, companies are registered with their local 
Chamber of Commerce as this body can help them get started. 
Entrepreneurs also have built relationships with key people in the 
district council such as the agriculture and livestock development 
officers, the commercial officer, and the community development 
officer. They have announced their new company on the LLL service 
to all the other MACs. 
 
Milestones for Getting Operational 
 

 
 
Milestone 6: Start the business of Information Board Managers. 
Companies have found three to six local entrepreneurs willing and 
able to run the business of Information Board Manager (IBM) at 
strategic locations throughout their area of operation. The MAC has 
registered the IBM’s email addresses on the LLL platform. They have 
trained them in market intelligence sources, info board management 
and income streams from advertising fees. A licensing agreement 
between MAC and IBM has been signed. Info board is up and 
running with market intelligence info from MACs. IBMs get online 
mentoring and B2B learning from other IBMs on how to operate. 
They also share their experiences with other IBMs on the LLL 
platform. 

Milestone 7: Proof of Deals. MACs and IBMs share their early 
successes and failures at making deals on the LLL platform. They 
record their transactions and commissions on the LLL platform. They 
receive online mentoring and visits from their business counsellor to 
verify proof of deals made and assess the commercial viability of 
their MAC. 

Milestone 8: Training Starts. Once assessed as commercially viable 
MACs qualify to receive further training. Viable MACs will receive 
training on: market access business strategy; how to be a good 
commercial service provider; and on good financial management.  

 

 

 

 

Milestone 9: Operational 
MAC. The MAC has three to 
six IBMs running and is 
collecting commissions from 
clients on local deals. They are 
breaking even on their 
operational costs. They are 
regularly sharing experiences 
about their deals on the LLL 
platform and are ready to 
participate in the LLL national 
tradefairs. 
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                                   BRIEFING  
                                   NOTE 27 
                                   ON: 
 
B2B Collaboration for Sustaining 
Small Farmer Market Access 
 
Introduction 
Anyone who buys and sells agricultural 
products tells the same sorry story in East 
Africa. From small farmers through 
middlemen, processors and wholesalers to 
retailers all talk of markets being inefficient, 
unreliable, unpredictable and highly risky. 
Some notable exceptions exist. Commodity 
markets, like coffee, tea, sugarcane, organized 
through larger corporations binding producer 
to factory to exchange work better. But for the 
rest of small farmer products it’s a sorry story. 
Bigger buyers can never get the right quantity 
and quality of produce at the right place at the 
right time. All players in the market chain 
want secure transactions for their produce and 
their payments.  
 
Transaction security is defined as the 
assuredness of sellers and buyers along the 
whole marketing chain, that their transactions 
are:  

• at agreed times and locations,  
• with agreed volumes and qualities,  
• payments according to agreed 

conditions and times, 
• track-able in case something did not 

work out as agreed and therefore 
corrections can be made without 
quarrels,  

• traceability of produce through the 
whole chain back to the producers.  

The issues of transaction security are critical 
for placing small holder farmers into a position 
where they can learn the required reliability 
for accessing profitable markets, trade with the 
markets at fair conditions, and break through 
the presently prevalent default behaviour of 
"everybody cheats everybody". 
 
Despite many attempts the ‘large corporation’ 
business model has not yet worked for most 

commodities. The business model presented in 
the figure below relies on business-to-business 
(B2B) collaboration for mutual benefits. It is a 
search for ‘win-win’ solutions between many 
inter-dependent small businesses. 
 
Who are the Clients? 
Key clients at local level are small farmer 
associations and savings societies (SACCOS) 
including those of pastoralists. Just as 
important locally are the small traders, 
transporters and warehouse owners. At main 
and national market levels key clients are 
processors, wholesalers, and the supermarkets. 
See red boxes in figure below. 
 
What are the Market Access 
Businesses? 
Offering transaction security from producer to 
consumer, four independent small businesses 
operate. From local to national levels as shown 
in the blue boxes in the figure below the 
businesses are:  
1. Information Board Manager (IBM) 

operates a frontline market intelligence 
service.  

2. Market Access Company (MAC) 
operates a local market brokering service. 

3. Transaction Security Broker (TSB) 
operates a business counselling and 
brokering service. 

4. National Marketing Company (NMC) 
operates a service for transaction security 
and R&D on markets and business 
operations. 

 
What is the Client to Market Access 
Business Relationship? 
Shown in the figure below as red arrows; three 
kinds of relationships: advertising fee, 
commissions and contracts link clients to these 
businesses.  
1. Local clients of the IBM pay a small fee to 

advertise on the information board their 
produce, purchase order or any other 
service like transport and storage. 

2. Clients to the MAC pay commissions, 
based on percentage of sales on the deals 
MACs arrange for their clients.  

3. Clients of the TSB and NMC sign 
contracts for transactions security with pay 
them for it directly. 
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What is the Business to Business 
Relationship in Market Access? 
Profit incentives drive the business to business 
relationships. Being independent small 
businesses there is no command and control 
relationship between the different businesses. 
There are no franchise or dealership 
arrangements here. The businesses, however, 
do depend on each other for growth and 
profits. The relationships they develop are 
collaborative for mutual benefit and win-win 
operations. Thus all licensing fees that govern 
inter-dependence are managed as cost 
recovery and not as profit making. Profits for 
all the businesses come from advertising, 
commissions and contracts with their 
respective clients. 
 
Thus the business relationship between IBM 
and MAC, as shown by the blue arrows in the 
figure below, has the IBM paying the MAC a 
registration fee covering rental of the 
information boards. In their turn the MACs 
pay the TSB a licence fee for access to larger 
deals and business counselling. TSBs pay the 
NMC a licence fee for access to transaction 
security service and R&D on new markets and 
operations. 

 
What Supporting Services are 
Needed? 
In order to succeed the market access 
businesses need two supporting services. 
These businesses and their relationships with 
the market access companies are shown as 
brown boxes and arrows in the figure below. 
 
First is an SMS accessible online trading 
platform. The online platform makes possible 
the rapid exchange of time sensitive 
information necessary for secure transactions 
along the market chain from producer to 
consumer. ‘Tradenet’ provides the online 
trading platform for all businesses and clients. 
The trading platform is operated in each 
country by the NMC. The NMC pays a 
subscription to Tradenet at 8% of all income 
resulting from the use of the platform. Income 
streams include a margin on every SMS, client 
user licenses, and advertising fees. 
 
Second, is an online learning platform for all 
businesses and clients to enable B2B learning. 
Linkinglearners.net provides the online 

learning platform for this business-to-business 
learning. The LLL platform is operated by the 
NMC in each country. The NMC pays a 
licence fee to Linkinglearners.net based on the 
number of clients and businesses using the 
service in their country.  
 
What Guides Commercial 
Collaboration? 
Building solvency from the bottom up. 
Sustained commercial success comes through 
ensuring solvency at the local level and then 
through to the higher levels. So IBM incomes 
from advertisements must be greater than their 
registration fees and operating costs. MAC 
incomes from commissions must be greater 
than their license fee and operating costs. TSB 
incomes from contracts must be greater than 
their licence fee and operating costs. NMC 
incomes from online trading and contracts 
must be larger than Tradenet subscriptions, 
linkinglearners licence fees and operating 
costs. 
 
Passing opportunities downwards. TSB’s 
should not manage contracts that could be 
managed by a MAC. The principle is always 
to pass business down and never take away 
business that could be operated by a MAC or 
IBM. Optimum commercial development 
passes business opportunities down to the 
lowest level at which they can be managed. 
This allows the higher levels to expand their 
client network. 
 
Ensuring Transaction Security. Any 
commercial development must ensure the 
unique selling point of transaction security. 
Registrations and licences provide for control 
of service quality. 
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                                   BRIEFING  
                                   NOTE 28 
                                   ON: 
 
New Food Shortages, 
Old Development Insights and the Need for Transaction 
Security. 
 
In May this year a BBC story asked the question: “Can Tanzania reap a 
bumper harvest?”1. It reported that the AMSDP2 “is an example of the basic 
interventions that could help bring about a green revolution”, the concept 
pushed by Kofi Annan and his successor at the UN Ban Ki-Moon. The story 
reports that AMSDP’s interventions in farmer credit for inputs, warehouse 
receipt systems, market infrastructure and linking farmers to markets do 
make a difference. The key lesson of AMSDP was that transaction security 
drives not just production increases but also better use of other development 
interventions like warehouses, and farmer credit. 
 
 
Transaction security is defined as the assuredness of sellers and buyers along the 
whole marketing chain that their transactions are:  
• at agreed times and locations,  
• with agreed volumes and qualities,  
• payments according to agreed conditions and times, 
• trackable in case something did not work out as agreed, 
• traceable produce through the whole chain back to the producers. 
 
 
                                                 
1 For full article see: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7385575.stm 
2 The Agricultural Marketing Systems Development Programme is an IFAD funded 
programme with the Government of Tanzania which we have been supporting 
through the First Mile Project. 

The old development insight that farmers will grow more if they have a 
secure market is again confirmed. New food shortages will only be dealt 
with when small farmers and big buyers engage in secure transactions.  
 
What the BBC missed 
What the BBC did not report was that AMSDP stops next year. Indeed in 
Babati, the location for the BBC’s success story, AMSDP has stopped 
already. Thanks to transaction security services by AMSDP 3.7 million USD 
had been returned to 1,100 farmers over the two seasons of 2005/06 from 
higher prices and higher production. But these services have stopped. 
Farmers in Babati are again back in the ‘everyone cheats everyone’ 
marketing of old.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Once useful market information boards suffer when AMSDP withdraws. 
 
Transaction Security is Key 
AMSDP showed the necessity of transaction security services and for a 
while helped many small farmers boost production and get better prices. 
Most importantly, this was not achieved through subsidies, but through 
provision of information that manages to cut down on the transaction 
inefficiencies along market chains. But, since AMSDP is a donor funded 
project it must stop at some time, no matter how good its services may be. 
What AMSDP has achieved is the realization by all those involved that 
bumper harvests lie in dealing with market inefficiencies, and that 
sustainability of transaction security services to small farmers lie in making 
such services commercially viable. They also realize that providing such a 
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service is not easy. It requires many small local trade agents and market 
access companies linked together as a commercial network on a national 
scale to provide the required transaction security between small farmers and 
buyers. Commercial networking from so many small businesses needs a 
commercial hub to make it happen. 
 
The Private Sector Dilemma 
There are good reasons why private investors hesitate to invest in transaction 
security services on their own because this initially requires: 

• a large effort in capacity building of clients particularly farmer 
associations; 

• a lot of R&D in the business operations; 
• a large operation to reach a breakeven point; 
• much easier and faster local tax procedures and market regulations 

than are presently in place. 
This leads to high start up costs that can only be retrieved in the long term at 
high risk.  
 
Moreover, it is a very complex business operation, combining product and 
payment security with market intelligence and operational learning all in 
one. Unfortunately, transaction security in small holder agriculture therefore 
is a long term investment that is most unattractive in the current environment 
of expensive capital, impatient shareholders and risky weather. For private 
investors there is easier money to be made, even though the long term 
potential of the business may look very promising.  
 
So the private sector is in a dilemma: A national hub of a commercial 
transaction security service will not start without a local trade agent network 
in place to pay for it and a trade agent network will not emerge without a 
national commercial hub to start it. A common venture between the private 
and public sectors to set up transaction security and thereby increase the 
efficiency along the marketing chains would break this impasse. 
 
 
 
 
Public Private Partnership 

The high start up costs for capacity building and operational R&D postpone 
profits. Too many regulations, risks and the high cost of capital combine to 
make investments in building transaction security services unattractive to the 
private sector. This is not to say the private sector is uninterested. Many are, 
but only if the items above are addressed.  
 
The public can bear the costs of training farmers and market chain players in 
transaction security, contribute to the costs of operational R&D, and make 
the terms of trade in taxes and finance more favourable. When this happens 
the private sector will have a clear commercial interest for investing in 
transaction security services. 
 
Here mutual leverage of public and private funding becomes possible, the 
basis for any Public Private Partnership: Once the private interest is present 
then the public interest in transaction security services to small farmers 
becomes even clearer: AMSDP has shown that food production levels are 
directly linked to small farmer market security. That small farmers will 
produce more if they have a secure market might be obvious to many. It 
might even have been known for a long time. But high on the public’s 
agenda today are food shortages, with little concern for the crucial role that 
secure and trustworthy marketing must play to increase efficiencies and 
thereby entice small producers to increase production. 
 
Partnerships between the public and private sectors for a national common 
venture in transaction security are needed fast, otherwise today’s food 
shortage will be tomorrows crisis. AMSDP has shown a way forward but it 
is ending next year. There will be no bumper harvests in Tanzania unless a 
correctly constructed and resourced private public partnership is developed 
for transaction security in agricultural marketing.  
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ANNEX C: IMPACT STORIES 
 

A Trade Agent’s Eye View 
By Bahati Tweve3 

 
 
The Role of a Market Agent 

 
Bahati Tweve at the new market centre in Makungu 
My name is Bahati Tweve. I am from the 
Murumase MAC in Mafindi. My role in the 
MAC is as a market investigator. I search for 
information from different markets and link my 
clients who are small farmers to small 
businessmen through deals.  
 
I bring to this work my experiences as a member 
of the AMSDP Mufindi district core group. I 
was the core group’s ‘shushushu’ (market spy) 
and helped farmers sell well, both to the markets 
in Dar es Salaam and in the local market in 
Mafinga. I also had contract from AMSDP to 
train the ‘shushushu’ in groups in Ludewa. After 
my training they succeeded in finding better 
prices for farmers.  
 
Communication Links 
For a trade agent good communication is 
essential. I use the telephone and SMS but 
before this I identify the buyers face to face. The 
area that I am covering is very big, it is the 
whole district of Mufindi and the neighbouring 
districts of Njombe, Makambako, Kiroro and 
Iringa rural district. To get to some places there 
is public transport; but for others I need to use a 
bike, take a lift from a truck or walk. We as a 
MAC are still searching for good information 
technology to connect us to our clients. We 
would like to see if TradeNet, the internet and 

                                                 
3 Interviewed by Anne Dennig in April 2008 

SMS trading platform, could provide us with 
this service. 

 
Ueli with Bahati on a visit to the Makambako market  
 
Organising deals in the Timber Business 
Murumase MAC has made 6 deals since we 
have started in the timber business. We 
identified the circular saw mills where they cut 
timber into planks. Then we identified the plank 
buyers and they told us that they needed timber. 
We explained to them about our business; that 
for each delivery we would take 2,000/= Tshs 
commission, and they agreed. So we connected 
them to the circular saw people and we 
succeeded for these six deliveries and earned 
12,000/=  Tshs in commission.  

 
Bahati with Anne at a saw mill near Magunguli 
 
New Deals 
We are also going to link the farmers with 
buyers of beans. I have already worked with 
fifty farmers’ groups with AMSDP to identify 
buyers. We will now continue this work with 
Murumase. As we find the buyers we will get a 
commission from the buyers according to the 
tonnage they want (we charge a commission per 
kilo). We will collect the beans from the 
farmers’ groups and get them to the buyers from 
the local and district markets and to Dar es 
Salaam, Dodoma and Arusha. 
 

Contact: Bahati Tweve 
Email: nyanzalitz@yahoo.co.uk  

Mobile: +255 787 382662,  +255 754 82 9751 
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Farmers’ Associations Need help for 

Successful Marketing 
By Mohamed Mtumbi 4 

 
 

 
Mohamed Mtumbi, crop officer for Muheza 
 
I am the crop officer for Muheza District 
Council. I help farmers to grow their crops 
in a modern way to get high yields and good 
prices. In Muheza farmers grow oranges and 
mangoes, maize; cassava and spices (cloves, 
cinnamon, cardamom and black pepper). My 
responsibility is to advise farmers how to 
grow and market their produce better. Our 
main cash crop for small farmers is oranges 
but we have other cash crops like coconuts, 
sisal and tea.  
 
Marketing: a Problem 
The particular challenge of the orange 
growers is that the farm gate price is very 
low. Some farmers sell in groups and others 
sell individually. There are four associations 
but these are at a low level and they do not 
have good market access. If a farmer sells 
through an association, the association finds 
the buyer and negotiates the price. The 
farmers are told when to harvest the crop 
and because oranges are heavy the buyer 
comes to the farm to collect the oranges. 
The oranges go to markets in Dar es Salaam, 
Arusha, Morogoro, Dodoma and Moshi but 
almost half go to Kenya. 
 

                                                 
4 Interviewed by Anne Dennig in April 2008 

The Varieties that we Grow 
The farmers have to produce varieties which 
are suitable for transportation and good for 
processing. Valencia is the best for 
transportation as it is harder and does not get 
damaged easily. Although it is possible to 
put oranges into crates these are expensive. 
So although we have recommended farmers 
to use crates they continue to pick them 
before they are really ripe and transport 
them loose. In Tanzania most people eat 
oranges raw, only a very small proportion of 
oranges are sold for processing into juice. 
 

 
Oranges collected from Muheza 
 
We advise the farmers to plant Valencia; 
both the early and the late varieties. The late 
Valencia fetches a higher price because they 
ripen later when all other oranges are 
finished. But if we have the early too we 
will have oranges right through the season. 
The orange season starts at the end of April, 
peaks in June and July and continues up to 
December. There are oranges in Muheza 
almost all the year round.  
 
Produce and Prices 
The average size of orange plantations in 
this area for a small farmer is about three 
acres. There are some farmers who own 20 
acres and even some who own 40 acres of 
oranges. It is possible to produce 40 tons of 
oranges per acre or 60-80 tons with good 
husbandry. In Muheza we produce around 
6,000 to 7,000 tons of oranges per season. 
This is a low estimate, it could be more. 
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The farm gate price fluctuates. It is on 
average 20-30/= Tshs per piece. When there 
are shortages it goes up to 100/= Tshs each. 
But the price can go down to 10/= Tshs if 
supply is high. There are about 5 oranges to 
1 kg which makes the price of a kilo 
approximately 100-150/= Tshs. 
 
Communications 
Many of the farmers have a mobile phone; 
they see it as a necessity. The middlemen 
also have mobiles and the associations use 
phones to contact their members. Farmers 
have the capacity to buy the mobile phones 
now, they cost from 50,000-100,000/=Tshs. 
 
The Orange Associations 
There are probably about 40-50 farmers in 
any one association. They are not yet 
properly organised. To get them to work 
well we need a lot of effort to get good joint 
marketing to the buyers. Anyone can join an 
association. Their fees are around 
10,000/=Tshs for entry and then a monthly 
subscription fee of 1,000 or 500/=Tsh. 
These fees cover the costs of their 
management, office requirements and 
marketing committees. 
 
Farmers are Cheated by Middlemen 
At the moment farmers don’t see the 
importance of associations so they don’t join 
and they are therefore open to the 
middlemen who are causing interruptions in 
the chain. The middleman connects the 
buyer and the farmer; the buyer is normally 
unable to find the farmer easily as some are 
in the interior areas. Therefore the buyer 
negotiates the price with the middlemen 
who go to the farmers and say that they 
want to buy all the oranges at a certain price. 
The farmers do not know the buyer so in the 
farmers’ minds the middleman is the buyer. 
 
Even in associations they are not educated 
enough to find the buyers and they have also 
been penetrated by the middlemen. 
Sometimes the middleman give incentives 
to the farmers, if they are in difficulty they 
can get some small amounts of money from 

the middlemen in advance and most of the 
farmers in the interior need money. 
 
The Need for a Market Access 
Company 
I think that it is important to have a market 
access company to organise marketing at a 
fair price and overcome cheating. Such an 
organisation should collect oranges from the 
farmers instead of the middlemen. This will 
ensure that the farmer has a market for his 
oranges and a better price. We have already 
thought of forming a market access 
company to link farmers to reliable buyers, 
companies and factories. We hope that the 
newly formed MuMac backed by AgriBiz 
Dev Co, will be able to perform this role 
effectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact: Mohamed Mtumbi 
Email: mtumbimohamed@yahoo.com  

Mobile: 0712 784395 
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New Thinking in Tanzania for Market 

Access 
By John Kossima5 

 
 
John Kossima, 
AgriBiz Dev Co 
Director  

 
 

 

The Challenges of Starting Market 
Access Companies (MACs) 
It has taken time to start up MACs in 
Tanzania. With AMSDP we have had 
marketing groups in various areas in Tanzania. 
We thought we could convert these project 
groups into commercial companies but we 
have had problems with this. Most of our 
difficulties come from the lack of business 
skills and ‘commercial’ attitude of civil 
servants and NGO workers. 

Another reason is that registering a MAC is 
expensive and this investment before they have 
started to make any money is difficult for some 
used to salaries. Rather than convert the 
AMSDP groups that struggle with the change 
of mindset, we intend to find people who are 
already in the marketing chains as traders or 
brokers to start up MACs.  
 
Finding ‘One-Man MACs’ 
We will use the AMSDP core groups to help 
us to compile a list of traders or brokers who 
we can work with. We will also ask the farmer 
associations as well as big buyers which 
traders they trust. We can then conduct 
interviews to find the most suitable 
entrepreneur from those who they have 
recommended, with local knowledge from 
already trading in their district. Where before 
we thought that we would start with MACs, we 
now see that at first we should have ‘One-Man 
MACs’ or trade agents. Later these one man 
businesses can develop into fully fledged 
MACs.  

                                                 
5 Interviewed by Anne Dennig in April 2008 

The trade agents will start their business with 
market information boards. They will collect 
price information; source offers and find and 
profile information needs of local buyers, 
processors, retailers etc.  
 
The Role of the National Company 
Our plan is that the AgriBiz head office will 
find and back stop regional transaction security 
managers for its five regions; namely 
Kilimanjaro, Arusha, Tanga, Mororgoro and 
Iringa. The national office will also look after 
the learning side of the business, connecting 
through the LLL with the national marketing 
companies in Uganda and Kenya. 
 
The first task for the regional managers is to 
put in place the trade agents. The regional 
managers will need to find and train up trade 
agents. They will also need to compile a data 
bank of market information including prices, 
big buyers, transporters and client profiling. 
Their role will include negotiating deals; spot 
price management and providing transaction 
security. 
 
Using TradeNet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have also explored the possibility of using 
TradeNet. This is a trading platform provided 
by Busylab in Ghana which will allow us to 
help farmers by connecting them through SMS 
to help them to sell their products; source 
transport information; get access to exchange 
rates; and find out about disease breakouts or 
crop damage. For buyers who are sourcing for 
products, they can do this much more 
efficiently and at a lower cost using the 
information generated through the TradeNet 
platform.  
 

Contact: John Kossima 
E mail: johnmazotz@gmail.com 

Mobile:+ 255 784457171 
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MuMac a new Market Access 

Company in Muheza, Tanzania 
By Geoffrey Mariki6 

 
 
The Start of MuMac 

 
John Kossima and Leonard Muhoni from AgriBiz Dev 
Co, with Silvester Mziray, Geoffrey Mariki and Gaspar 
Mburo of MuMac 
 
Following our work together in the AMSDP 
project as a successful marketing group, we 
have started a market access company, 
MuMac, to serve Muheza. This commercial 
company has been formed by Sylvester Mziray 
(Non Executive Director and Finance Officer); 
Geoffrey E. Mariki (Market Information 
Director); Gaspar Joe Mburo (Director). Dr 
Paul Johana (Director) and Anthony Senkoro 
(Director). The role of this company is to offer 
services to facilitate the functioning of the 
market between the farmers and the traders in 
a way that is profitable to all players.  

MuMac will efficiently source fruit (oranges 
and mangoes), spices, cashew-nuts and milk in 
Muheza District area for seeking buyers. It will 
ensure to find and deliver the produce of a 
defined amount and quality at the right time 
for a price agreed upon with producers. 
MuMac’s brokering services are subject to a 
commission of 5%. MuMac will inspect, load 
and, if required, transport the produce to the 
buyer as well as take care of payment to 
farmers out of the advance for the first load. 

The Market Information Challenge  
Right now farmers are being faced with the 
problem of lack of information. There is a 
question of ignorance, the farmers are not 

                                                 
6 Interviewed by Anne Dennig in April 2008 

aware of the market needs. For example some 
of the orange farmers do not know the market 
requirements for the oranges; the varieties, the 
prices or the timings. You find that the 
middlemen know this information much better 
than the farmers and because the middlemen 
are better informed they are cheating the 
farmers. 
 
Our company wants to ensure that there is fair 
play in the market. We need to help by getting 
the information that is required in the market 
to farmers. Farmers need to look at the cost of 
production so that they can better judge what is 
a fair price. 
 
Information Boards 
MuMac is setting up information boards 
spread around the area to enable us to source 
the farmers’ produce and to send out 
information about buyers to the farmers. We 
can send information to the boards by SMS for 
orders. Producers either individuals or groups 
can give information on their ability to supply 
to the board manager who can then send the 
information to the MAC. We will then broker 
the deal. 
 
Getting Started  
First MuMac is introducing itself to the farmer 
groups, to the middlemen and all the players of 
the market chain. We are exchanging ideas 
with other MACs in East Africa. We are 
learning from each other about how to solve 
the problems that we face here.  

 
AgriBiz Dev and MuMac at an introductory meeting with 
a farmer group in Muheza 
 
We have learned that going directly to the 
farmers is very important. We sit with them 
and introduce to them what our company can 
do that is beneficial to them. Then, when we 
have established a good relationship we can 
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use mobile phones to send market information 
and broker deals for them. 

 
Silvester showing the new Market Centre in Mtindiro 
 
Fair, Efficient and Transparent Trade 
MuMac wants a trade which is fair; creating 
win, win situations for all market players. We 
are already exploring markets for oranges and 
have started exploratory talks with a large fruit 
juicing plant in Morogoro (UNNAT).  
 
In Muheza we produce in terms of tonnage 6-
7,000 tons of oranges per season (this it at the 
lower estimate, it could be more). We have 
four strong orange associations, BoFaco, KiFa, 
MoFaco and Independent Orange Producers, 
Muheza. We have a new market centre in 
Mtindiro and good roads connecting to it. 
There is great potential for profitable trade 
here. 
 

 
Silvester, Gaspar and Geoffrey from MuMac with 
Leonard from AgriBiz Dev Co 
 

Contact: 
Email: mumactz@yahoo.com or  

sylvestermziray@yahoo.com 
Mobile: 0754691080 
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Moving from Public Project to Private 

Enterprise: The Murumase Story 
By Nuswe Nanzali7 

 
 
The Start of Murumase 
My name is Nuswe Nanzali. I am a crop 
officer in Mufindi district council and was 
a member of the AMSDP project group in 
Mufindi District. After the AMSDP phased 
out we needed to move on from public to 
private enterprise. We decided to form a 
company which is called Murumase 
(Mufindi Rural Marketing Service 
Company). The aim of the company is to 
provide market information brokering for 
the farmers and buyers. Our service will 
improve the quality of the farmers’ 
produce and improve their incomes. 
 
We have three members, myself (Nuswe 
Nazali), Henry Mang'enya and Bahati 
Tweve. Bahati is our trade agent. He 
knows how to search for market 
information and to find markets for the 
farmers. We are trying to link the farmers 
to the buyer either directly or by using 
trusted middlemen who will give us price 
transparency. 
 
The Challenges for Small Farmers  
The challenge of the small farmers in 
Mufindi district is knowing where to sell 
their produce after the harvest. During the 
AMSDP programme we started linking the 
farmers with buyers and markets and we 
are continuing this work as Murumase. 
The farmers also need to know about 
quality, according to the needs of the 
buyer. So we help the farmer do what is 
necessary to get a good price for their 
produce.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
7 Interviewed by Anne Dennig in April 2008 

The First Deal and Lessons Learned 
As a MAC we have organised a timber 
deal and we are presently arranging a deal 
for the farming groups to sell their beans 
through Murumase.  

 
The circular saw operators near Makungu village 
 
For our first deal we had an action plan to 
organise the whole chain. We searched for 
plank buyers; small saw mill operators and 
transporters. The first deal we had was an 
order for three hundred cypress plank 
pieces for construction. 
 
We approached the circular saw operators 
and fixed a price. When they had sawed 
the planks and fulfilled the contract, we 
gave them a delivery note which gave the 
price, the date and the specifications of the 
planks. We then contacted our buyer and 
organised for the delivery to be collected. 
We took a small commission from the 
buyer for our company; for each load of 
timber of 2,000/= Tshs, and we made 6 
deliveries.  
 
As it was our first deal we soon realised 
that 12,000/= Tshs could not cover our 
costs. Now we have a new deal with the 
same buyer and we are charging 100/= 
Tshs per piece of plank that we supply. 
Both the buyers and the saw mills are 
willing to pay the prices that we have 
arranged because they did not have to lose 
time and money travelling and searching 
for the planks or the buyers. 
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Nuswe and Henry at Makambako Market  
 
Marumase’ s Second Deal 
Our second deal is with beans. This is the 
harvesting season for beans. The buyers 
wanted two main varieties Kablanketi and 
Saronde. We have agreed a price of 
14,000/= Tshs per tin (20 kg). The buyers 
from Mafinga market have asked us to 
collect and grade the beans. We have 
phoned around to the villages, to the 
farmers we know from our AMSDP work. 
The farmers prefer to sell to us rather than 
to the middlemen because they trust us, 
they know us and they get a better price. 
During the programme we managed to 
teach the farmer to calculate the cost of 
production. We told them that to add 20%, 
profit depending on the market situation of 
the time was reasonable. If there is high 
demand they could take 50%. Marumase 
will be facilitating the bean deal this 
month; we will calculate a commission of 
approximately 10% which the buyer has 
agreed to pay.  
 
Plans for Information Boards (IBs) 
We need to share information about the 
MAC deals through information boards 
(IBs) so that we can keep producers and 
buyers in our area efficiently informed. We 
are putting up IBs in Mafinga town; at 
Makungu village (120 km from Mafinga) 
by the new market area; and in Ihowanza 
village (60 km from Mafinga). We will use 
the IB to search for produce; if we have a 
buyer we can advertise what and how 
much he requires, so that if anyone can 
fulfil the order they can contact us and we 
can link them to the buyer. Other 

information can also be put on, perhaps to 
advertise input sales. For one advert we 
will charge 500/= Tshs for three days or if 
a company wants to use the IB we will 
charge them 2,000/= Tsh. We will also 
charge for using the cell phone. 
 

 
Clive and Nuswe collecting the IB for Mafinga from 
the workshop 
 
An IB manager will look after each board 
and get income from the advertising. The 
MAC will also have to pay the IB manager 
for adverts that we put up on the board. 
The manager will get 10% of the money 
that is paid for the adverts. We are also 
interested to see how the trading platform 
that we that we heard about from Mark 
Davies (TradeNet) can help our IB 
businessmen to link producers and buyers.  
 
Our Future plans for the Business  
We would like to build a warehouse so that 
we can put produce somewhere for easy 
collection. We could also store produce 
until the price is right to sell, and hire out 
space in our warehouse. It would be a good 
idea to have an IB there. We really need 
this because a warehouse like this does not 
exist in this district right now.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact: Nuswe Nanzali 
Email: nyanzalitz@yahoo.co.uk  

Mobile: +255 748 665353 
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Challenges for MUMAC, Tanzania 

By Gaspar Mburu and 
Geoffrey Mariki 8 

 
 

 
MUMAC members talk to members from Agribiz 
Dev Co, AMSDP and RAVI 
 
How did MUMAC get started? 
MUMAC came out of the AMSDP core group 
of which we were members. We started 
operations after a visit in April 2008 by 
AMSDP, Agribiz and RAVI. We didn’t have 
any experience of what should be done by the 
company but we were interested in the idea of 
a commercial Market Access Company which 
is efficient and transparent, and felt that we 
were capable of this work. A strategy for 
establishing Information Boards and the 
linkage chain between the local individual 
farmers, producer groups and buyers was 
discussed. 
 
The visiting team together with MUMAC 
identified prospective linkages between the 
local producers of oranges and buyers. These 
included buyers: OBharai Green and Kevian 
Kenya Ltd and Tanga Association of Best 
Orange Growers Company Ltd (TABOGO) 
representing the farmers’ cooperative societies. 
Other buyers were: UNNAT Fruit Processing 
Ltd of Morogoro for oranges and Mohammed 
Enterprises for cashew nuts. 
 
Since April what have been your 
activities? 
To smooth trade relations there was a joint 
meeting on May 1st between Kenyan orange 
buyers; their middlemen; the individual 
                                                 
8 Interview summarised by Anne Dennig in August 
2008 

farmers’ groups; TABOGO; and TCCIA 
(Muheza branch). The MUMAC managing 
director attended the meeting and exchanged 
credentials with Mr Peter Ng’ang’a, 
Chairperson of the Kenyan Business Team 
based in Nairobi. 
 
How much contact do you have with 
the farmers? 
We have a good network of associations and 
farmer groups and we plan to bring Issae 
Mpulikile, a manager of a primary cooperative 
society working though Muheza Tanga and 
Karogwe (TABOGO), into MUMAC.  
 
Can you share market information with 
farmers and traders? 
We are supposed to use the Information Board 
but we haven’t been able to do that yet. We are 
capable but not yet ready to do the business 
due to finance and the fact that we are not 
officially registered. 
 
Why do you feel that you can’t move 
forward? 
MUMAC lacks training and experience. We 
lack working tools e.g. the Internet, computers 
and transport. We also have to deal with the 
existence of middlemen who are competition 
for MUMAC. We need capital to build 
credibility. The buyers have credibility and we 
have to compete with the middlemen. Should 
we work with them or just go straight to the 
Nairobi contacts? The middlemen in this area 
could destroy MUMAC unless we are able to 
break the chain. We need ideas on how to go 
about this. We would like to know the 
experiences of the other MACs.  
 
What can we expect MUMAC to achieve 
between now and December? 
We can register a business name and get a 
network of IBs going with market prices, 
advertisements, and SMS subscriptions. We 
will need help from the Agribiz regional 
manager. We will also get a new company 
email address so we can share experiences on 
the LLL. 

Contact: 
Geoffrey Mariki 

Mob: 0754 691080 
Email: mumacmarket@yahoo.com 
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Views from Embu on four Business 

Opportunities9 
James Kanye 

 
 

 
James Kanyi with Ephantus Njagi 
 
James Kanyi, Regional Manager for AgriTrade, 
is setting up a marketing network in Embu 
district with links to a big buyer, BIDCO (a 
sunflower processor). He will work with 
DrumNet to ensure transaction security for the 
farmers. He has been in contact with agro- 
stockists, farmers, businessmen and women, 
representatives from AGMARK and the 
Ministry of Agriculture in Embu. At two 
business meetings in August 2008 he brought 
interested members together to learn about the 
four business opportunities offered by RAVI in 
collaboration with DrumNet. The four business 
opportunities (all intended as side businesses) 
are: Information Board Management; SMS 
newsletter subscriptions; Farmer Recruitment 
and Sourcing for produce with DrumNet. 
 
Comments about Information Boards 
and SMS Newsletters 

 

 
 
“My name is Victor Kimathi Mirori . I am here 
to represent the Agricultural Marketing 
Development Trust (AGMARK).  

                                                 
9 Interviewed by Anne Dennig in August 2008 

Personally I think I can do the market 
information through an IB or SMS newsletter. 
There are lots of prospects even looking 
outside the box. Not only with agricultural 
purchase information and commodity 
information but let’s say in a town to use the 
board for job applications and all sorts of 
advertisement.” 
 
“My name is Nicerata Wamjira, I am working 
as a community resource person with the 
diocese of Embu Integrated Rural 
Development Programme. I have understood 
about the business of managing an Information 
Board. I have seen that it is easy to undertake 
if one is interested as it only needs a board; 
you place it somewhere and then you manage 
it. I can place it outside by a market place, I 
have a friend who has a shop at the market so 
that I can place one there. Also I could do this 
together with my job because I have 
understood that someone else can manage the 
board for me, provided that I could keep the 
records and have the contacts. I have also 
understood about the SMS newsletters; with 
the Information Board I can take the 
information from the board and send it to 
several customers.” 
 
“I’m Beatrice Maina, my family has an 
AgroVet shop, Bwana Shamba, in Embu where 
we sell pesticides and fertilizer and animal 
feeds. We don’t sell much at the counter 
because of the position of the shop but we do 
supply to the farmers in the cooperative 
society. We use a vehicle to travel and meet 
the committee members and we supply what 
they want. Then we get repeat orders if they 
are happy. An Information Board would bring 
more people to our shop and SMS newsletters 
would be a good way to get more customers 
and communicate with our clients.” 
 
Farmer Recruitment and Sourcing for 
DrumNet 
 

“I’m Ephantus Njagi, I came to represent 
three farming groups in Embu district. “We 
have met members of DrumNet and we have 
agreed to sign a contract with them in order to 
grow sunflower because they have told us that 
they have a ready market for that product.” 
 

“My name is Paul Njiru Ndwiga. My business 
is farming, bananas, cassava, sunflower, maize 
and potatoes. I came here to learn today. I 
think it is good to hear of the business 
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opportunities. I am a representative of 
ITABUA Green Growers; we would like to 
grow sunflower. The farmers used to grow 
sunflower but they were let down by the 
people who brought the idea and said they 
would come back for the produce. They didn’t 
come back, so the farmers gave the sunflower 
seed to the cows. But after this meeting I will 
inform my members that the DrumNet and 
RAVI members were good and that they are 
able to find us a buyer for the sunflower. The 
link through DrumNet with the bank is a good 
idea because not all people are well funded to 
buy inputs. The payment is fair for the 
members to pay back and the farmers will not 
be oppressed as they were by other 
organisations.” 
 
“My name is Francis Njiru Njeru. I am an 
agro-stockist (SIAKAGO AGRO-SUPPLIES). I 
came here to the DrumNet and RAVI business 
forum to learn about new business ideas which 
I could do in addition to selling agro inputs. I 
think that the four business opportunities I 
have heard about are brilliant ideas. I am 
interested in the sourcing of produce, this 
looks like a viable activity and also recruiting 
farmers for the BIDCO order, where they 
require quite a lot of sunflower. I should be 
able to recruit farmers to plant sunflower, and 
this will help the farming community to boost 
their incomes. I already have a relationship 
with the farmers as they come in and out of the 
shop. As a stockist, both the farmer 
recruitment and sourcing businesses would be 
good. My idea here would be to support 
farmers and have an extra source of income 
which is guaranteed. I would actually want to 
go into recruiting 160 or so farmers and I 
would know that I was benefiting a number of 
our households in the community. Guaranteed 
returns are important to us. Most farmers want 
to know what they will get at the end of the 
crop season so that they are able to plan for the 
inputs. There is a majority of the farmers, who 
plant hoping for a market, but it is much better 
with a guaranteed market otherwise we can be 
let down badly.” 
 
The Need for Market Information  
 
Nicerata “I think these businesses can help 
with the marketing here because most farmers 
normally depend on the brokers. For instance, I 
have my bananas, I can’t take them to the 
market or even if I do I do not know the price. 

So I stay at home until someone else comes to 
buy from me so that he can take them to the 
market. I don’t have the information about the 
market prices. Then the broker comes to me 
and says that the market is not good. So you 
wonder why the person is taking the produce 
to market if the market is not good! But with 
the market information the farmer can get a 
better price.” 
 
“My name is Flora Kainhu Kimathi , I work 
for the Ministry of Agriculture. I think that I 
have learned a lot today and the forum was 
special for our farmers. The main challenge in 
the region is the outlet to the market, the 
market chain connections. The middlemen are 
there and they try to buy at a very low price 
and the farmers will sell at that price if they 
need money for an emergency. For instance, 
now it is coming to the beginning of 
September when the schools will be opening 
and the farmers will need money for the school 
fees.”  
 
Starting Capital and Flexibility 
 
Flora “These business opportunities are 
actually new ventures. They are very good 
because the starting capital is very minimal 
compared to other businesses whereby you 
need a lot of capital and then you end up 
borrowing. With these businesses you can 
combine them with your business, especially 
with the Information Boards.” 
 
Victor “I found the business opportunities 
realistic; they are flexible, depending on where 
you are from and the time that you have to 
spend. There is a slot for everyone.” 
 
The Training for the Embu members wanting 
to try the new businesses started on 4th 
September. 

 
Jonathan Campaigne explaining the role of DrumNet 
 

Contact: James Kanyi 
E mail: jwkanyi@yahoo.com 

Mobile: 0720 922 103  
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Agrovet Shop becomes New MAC in 

Embu, Kenya 
By Alice Wamae10 

 
 

 
Alice in her shop; the new MAC in Embu 
 
Alice Wamae is an Agrovet dealer, she is a 
vet doing part time private practice and a 
women’s community leader. She met 
James Kanyi, Regional Manager for 
AgriTrade at the AGMARK office 
(Agricultural Market Development Trust) 
in June. Alice was told about the process 
of finding farmers to grow sunflower for 
BIDCO; she introduced James to one of 
her groups who then became interested in 
growing sunflower for DrumNet with an 
agreed price and guaranteed market. At the 
business meetings in Embu in August, 
Alice learned about the DrumNet and 
AgriTrade business opportunities for 
setting up a marketing network. First she 
became interested in putting up an 
Information Board at her Agrovet shop.  
This interest then grew into the idea of 
running a Market Access Company from 
her shop to provide market information 
services to the area and a link to DrumNet. 
 
Marketing Challenges in Embu 
Alice explains the marketing challenges in 
Embu from an Agrodealer’s perspective: 
“There is a lack of reliable information 
from some people who are doing business 
(selling agricultural products); they are 
                                                 
10 Interviewed by Anne Dennig in September 2008 

not trained so they don’t have the product 
knowledge, so sometimes they sell things 
that they don’t understand.  
 
Another challenge that we have is the lack 
of buying power by the customer and also 
the high prices of the (agricultural) 
products themselves. As a stockist, 
sometimes we are not able to stock enough 
because of the prices.  
 
But the biggest problem in Embu is the 
lack of a market for the farmers’ produce. 
Too often people have come around and 
introduced their product and asked the 
farmers to grow it; the farmers have grown 
the product but those same people have 
disappeared without buying the product.” 
 
The Role of the Market Access 
Company  
Alice aims for the Embu Market Access 
Company to supply farmers with the 
information on the available opportunities, 
such as growing sunflower with DrumNet, 
and linking farmers with the big buyers in 
the market like BIDCO. DrumNet and 
AgriTrade aim to provide access to 
markets, finance and information services 
to improve farm businesses. 
 
DrumNet builds partnerships to ensure that 
farmer groups get access to:  
 

• training on how to grow and 
prepare the sunflower for market;  

 
• credit (through Equity bank) for 

farm inputs which farmers can 
access through a token system from 
reliable Agrostockists; 

 
• a big buyer (BIDCO); with a 

guaranteed price for their produce; 
 
• transaction security for the 

collection of product and payments. 
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Agrovet Stockist and MAC Shop 
 

 
Alice; a trained AGMARK Agrovet stockist 
 
Embu MAC will be situated in Alice’s 
shop. She is certified by AGMARK as an 
Agrostockist. “I am going to advertise to 
the farmers and other people on available 
opportunities. I will be getting price 
information from the local market and I 
will put up the prices of the farm inputs 
like the fertilizers and seeds. I can get the 
information from the main markets 
through AgriTrade. I will rely on James 
totally to get me the information I need 
which is not available to me in Embu. 
 
I plan to put up a small information board 
outside the shop and my husband has a 
small outlet near the bus stop where he is 
selling mobile phones and accessories so 
that we can put an information board 
there. We can encourage people to come 
and advertise if they have something to 
sell; like the women who grow grain 
amaranth can advertise there for so many 
kgs of grain, the price and give their 
contact. 
 
I will have computers in the MAC, so that 
people can come and use them, I can 
access market information on the internet 
and communicate on Linking Local 
Learners.  
 
I will have a contract with DrumNet to 
supply the fertilizer and the seed for 
sunflower to the farmers. The farmers’ 
representatives will bring me a token from 

the bank, which will inform me of the 
quantity and variety of seed and fertilizer 
to provide. I am looking forward to doing 
that business, it is a good opportunity.  
 
I will also keep links with the Farmer 
Recruiters and the Transaction Agents for 
DrumNet. I will give them information and 
get information from them on their 
progress and challenges. I will be a link 
between them and the Regional Manager 
James Kanyi. 
 
This is this first time that there has been 
such a concept as a MAC in Embu and I 
am sure that even the brokers are not 
going to be adverse to the business. They 
can advertise on my board. I can even give 
them an IB so that they can advertise what 
they are selling and what they are buying. 
I will be facilitating them. I won’t be 
competing with them.”  
 
We look forward to hearing from Alice on 
the Demand Driven Services Team on the 
Linking Local Learners platform.  
 

 
Clive and Alice at the Embu Business Forum 
 
 

Contact: Alice Wamae 
Email: nyamburawamae@yahoo.com 

Mobile: 0722 347970 
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Challenges for Keekonyokie MAC, 

Kenya 
By Isaac Nemuta and Michael Kibue11 

 
 

 
 
Keekonyokie Market Access Company 
and Field School 
We have seven members of the Keekonyokie 
MAC: Isaac Nemuta, Joseph Nemuta, Wilfred 
Odungo, Peter Wanderi, Michael Kibue, 
Peninah Sintamei, Patrick Mushangi and 
Samuel Saiton. The MAC is not yet registered; 
we have been dealing with the environmental 
problems and all our minds have been on that. 
There is threat of closure of the slaughterhouse 
by the environmental regulator NEMA and we 
have much work still to be done before the 20th 
September 2008. 
 
The Keekonyokie field school is a client of the 
MAC. It is doing well and we recently had 
training on conservation to which 40 members 
attended. We were trained by the divisional vet 
officer on baling; we baled 130 bales with a 
hand baler and were told that we can borrow 
the baler from the government when we need 
it. We were also shown how to use a box baler 
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and we have been using this. Several of our 
group have tried the balers.  
 
Income Streams for the MAC 
We have some planned income streams for the 
MAC which centre around the field school. 
We propose to buy two balers for the MAC to 
hire out to those who need them. We also plan 
to bale and then sell the hay bales in the 
drought season. We also want to involve the 
MAC in the fattening of steers.  
 
At Kiserian slaughterhouse we want to put up 
a fenced market with an Information Board 
and we have identified an office for the MAC. 
We want to use this as a test run for a livestock 
MAC. The other MAC in this test will be in 
Dagoretti. We want these two MACs to train 
together.  
 

 
The New MAC office at Kiserian 
 
The Information Board will be used to explain 
and communicate with the buyers and sellers. 
The office activities will be: 

• deal making through selling and 
buying livestock;  

• seeking big buyers (we are tendering 
for a contract to supply the Kenya 
Wildlife Services with meat for their 
wildlife) and connecting them with 
local traders;  

• value addition, like providing cut 
meat to the schools; 

• commission as a MPESA payment 
point for the livestock traders;  

• selling airtime and providing office 
and telephone services. 

 
The office can be set up immediately; our aim 
is to have an office, the market area with an 
IB, the MPESA point and a big buyer sorted 
out by the end of the month. 
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Bio Gas and Environmental Issues at 
Kiserian 
 

 
The contractor Paul Kariuki shows the biogas plant 
to Churchill Amatha 
 
We have now built two biogas digesters for the 
slaughterhouse. These can cope with nine 
cubic metres of waste blood and water from 
the slaughter house per day. Every three days 
100 cubic metres of gas can be made and 
stored in a gas balloon; this is enough to run 
the generator for a week. We have more gas 
which we want to pipe to the surrounding 
houses, bars and hotels which the slaughter 
house owns. At the moment we have to release 
the excess gas into the air. We have a 20 KW 
generator using 75% gas and 25% diesel to 
make electricity from this gas. We are 
replacing the power in the slaughter house and 
to the buildings around with this. It does not 
make sense to sell this electricity to the Kenya 
Power Company as they give a low price. 
 

 
Churchill Amatha looks at the generator 
 
At the abattoir we use the whole carcass, 
including the hides, hooves and horns. The 
stomach contents is dried and taken by lorry to 
nearby farms.  
 

 

 
The stomach contents is put in a separate tank, then 
dried and taken by lorry to farms 
 
The blood and dirty water from the 
slaughterhouse goes into the biodigester. The 
liquid outlet from the biogas plant must go 
through a filtration process; first into a pool 
and then into a wetland pond containing water 
plants. Time, sunlight and air purify the outlet 
liquid before it goes into the river. The 
purification ponds must be completed by 20th 
September 2008 for the slaughter house to pass 
the environmental test and get a license. This is 
our top priority now. 
 

 
Work on the filtration ponds which must be finished 
by 20th September 2008. 
 
 
 

Contact: Michael Kibue 
Email:sardlivestock06@yahoo.com 

Mobile: 0721 407203 
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DrumNet Links with AgriTrade in 

Kenya 
By Robert Kinuthia12 

 
 

 
Robert Kinuthia, DumNet Project Manager  
 
DrumNet System 
DrumNet is a rural supply chain management 
system that unites producers, large agro 
buyers, suppliers and commercial banks into 
an efficient end-to-end finance, production, 
delivery and payment process. DrumNet 
facilitates services to a supply chain where 
certified farmer groups stand on the sale side, a 
reputable buyer on the buying side, with 
certified input suppliers and a commercial 
bank in the middle. 

The DrumNet master contract spells out the 
roles, rights and obligations of all parties in the 
supply chain. Subcontracts between parties 
define the obligations of each specific actor. A 
large and reputable agro-processing company, 
the "Buyer", signs a fixed price purchase 
contract with the farmer groups under a master 
contract managed by DrumNet. The contract 
sales proceeds flow through the bank to service 
all production credit and fee obligations owed 
by the producer. DrumNet collects its 
brokerage fee automatically from the sales 
proceeds. 

DrumNet's proprietary ICT platform tracks the 
logistics of supply, and the financial flow of 
payments and bank accounts, provides the 
internal controls to monitor transactions and 
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contract compliance and to report on all the 
movements of factors and funds within the 
supply chain. For its administrative and 
transactional services, DrumNet shares value 
with the supply chain partners in the form of 
fees. Commercial bank participation is critical 
to the success of the supply chain 
management. Farmers must get credit and they 
have to get paid quickly and efficiently.  
 
DrumNet offers market opportunity to farmers 
by linking them to buyers. The buyer and 
producers (farmers groups) agree on a price. 
The farmer group and the buyer enters into a 
unique relationship through signing of 
production contracts; a relationship which 
small holder farmers do not usually have with 
buyers. Each contract stipulates the acres to 
plant, quantity and quality to supply, and the 
price they will get for their produce. 
 
Normally when farmers are left to the 
middlemen they do not have control of 
quantities and price. When they produce well, 
middlemen pay them poorly. The price they 
think they will get is shaved off by five to ten 
shillings a kilo. If they were planting hoping to 
get Ksh 21/, come harvest time they might get 
only Ksh 15/ or 12/. They don’t know the price 
they will get and therefore they cannot predict 
what their income will be.  
 
The middleman cheats them on weight by 
using manipulated scales, he also cheats them 
on price and the times of pick-up for produce. 
With the DrumNet system the farmer knows 
the price he will get up front; the quantity he 
should produce; the quality requirement and 
when the crop is ready the farmer knows 
where to take it; the pick-up date and transport 
procedures are clear. All these are agreed with 
the farmer. Everything is secure within the 
DrumNet transaction process. 
 
DrumNet’s Pilot in Embu 
DrumNet is expanding to achieve its 
milestones. These are supplying 15,000 tons of 
sunflower seed to BIDCO by 2010 as part of 
our project plan; with 10,000 farmers within 
the lifecycle of the project.  
 
In Embu we are working with James Kanyi, 
Regional Manager of AgriTrade. Within a few 
weeks of working together we have realised 
that this gives us the best opportunity to 
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expand and build scale while at the same time 
fulfilling the objectives of the Market Access 
Companies of creating business opportunities. 
AgriTrade and DrumNet can create better 
results through creation of synergy. In this case 
two plus two will equal 5, not four. We will 
use Market Access Companies and 
Information Board Managers to address the 
DrumNet agenda of linking rural resource-poor 
farmers to markets, finance and information  
 
James is recruiting or linking farmer groups to 
DrumNet by identifying farmer umbrella 
organisations and then farmer groups within; 
listening to them; marketing the ideas and 
getting them interested. He holds Barazas or 
farmer meetings, he goes to community and 
church meetings and gets farmers interested in 
DrumNet. He explains what they need to do to 
work with DrumNet. He makes sure that the 
farmer groups are registered with the social 
services, and thereafter registering them with 
DrumNet. He explains what they must do as a 
key member of this supply chain. He explains 
the whole process to the farmers to the extent 
that they feel that this opportunity addresses 
their need to access reliable market through a 
large buyer.  
 
Business Mindset 
Working with the Market Access Companies 
and Information Board Managers will help us 
to work with people with a business mindset. 
This makes sense because these people are the 
most motivated; they have a sense of what it 
will take to start and grow the business in order 
to make money. Business- minded people 
normally utilize resources more efficiently, 
and they know how to improve on margins. 
We have had disappointments working with 
some non-profit organisations directly; they 
have not been looking at this as a business.  
 
In the Western region for the past year we have 
had a lot of interesting lessons in the field. 
When we went through the FFS we found 
again that they were looking at us as an NGO 
project. They were looking at it as, “What is in 
it for me?” not as a sustainable business. A 
MAC offers the opportunity that you do not 
get with those other two options and we think 
that this is the way forward; getting someone 
who is business-minded in approaching 
recruitment and sourcing from a business 
perspective. The IBMs and the MAC have a 

business sense of what they are doing and that 
creates interest and what you could call 
“commercial traction” is evident from the start.  
 
DrumNet and MAC Network Match-up  
Our Transaction Agents and our Farmer 
Recruiters will be linked to the MAC. At the 
Information Boards the Farmer Recruiters will 
be able to get information to understand the 
sourcing deal and they will be able to know the 
pricing structure that is being offered by 
BIDCO. The Farmer Recruiters will be able to 
inform all interested people (through the 
Information Boards and through SMS 
Newsletters) that these opportunities exist. As 
the MAC is searching for business, farmer 
recruitment and commissions on sunflower 
sourcing will be a source of income for them 
and it will also be an opportunity for DrumNet 
to expand.  
 
We want to see how the pilot scheme in Embu 
progresses; we would like to address all the 
issues that occur and then cut and paste the 
Embu model into other areas. This is an 
interesting opportunity. When Clive came to us 
initially in April 2008, implementing the MAC 
network looked like a very distant thing; but 
no sooner had we opened it up we found that 
really this could be a solution that could crack 
the problem by reaching the farmer through the 
MAC. 
 

 
Robert Kinuthia visiting the diocese of Embu 
Integrated Rural Development Programme 
with James Kanyi (RM AgriTrade) and Alice 
Wamae (Embu MAC) 
 

Contact: Robert Kinuthia 
Email: robert@drumnet.org 

Mobile: 0723142332 
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The Business Opportunities from the 

AGMARK perspective 
By Victor Kimathi Mirori 13 

 
 

 
 
Victor was a participant at the Embu 
Business Opportunities forum run by 
AgriTrade and DrumNet in September 
2008. The forum showed how to run 
the businesses of Information Board 
Management, SMS newsletters and 
Farmer Recruitment and Sourcing for 
DrumNet. 
 
My name is Victor Kimathi Mirori. I am 
doing an internship at the Agricultural 
Marketing Development Trust 
(AGMARK). AGMARK’s office in Embu 
started activities in March 2008. Its aim is 
to build the capacity of the agro-dealers to 
bring inputs to the smallholder farmers. At 
the moment many smallholder farmers do 
not use farm inputs. The problem is one of 
access. It costs a lot for farmers to travel to 
collect inputs, which is a waste of time and 
money. If farmers don’t collect inputs they 
use their own seed which produces poor 
results. AGMARK wants to improve 
access by way of encouraging the agro-
dealers. We support them with a business 
start up matching grant for those who set 
up an inputs shop in a new area. The aim is 
to have agricultural inputs within five 
kilometres of the farmers.  
 
 
 
                                                 
13 Interviewed by Anne Dennig in September 2008 

 
 
 
 
Training for Agro-dealers 
We take the agro-dealers and we train 
them on business management skills to run 
their businesses effectively. We also build 
their product knowledge through technical 
training so that they have the knowledge to 
explain the safe use of the products and 
that as they disseminate them over the 
counter they are able to give the necessary 
information to the farmers. We have six 
training modules for agro-dealers and a 
graduation certificate. We also help the 
agro-dealers assist farmers through output 
marketing; they may bulk the produce or 
link the farmers to a buyer. We are also 
working with companies supplying inputs. 
We try to get these companies to advance 
credit to those accredited AGMARK 
dealers. We offer a guarantee of up to 50% 
of the value of the credit for stock. We 
would meet 50% of the cost if the agro-
dealers have a catastrophe and hope the 
company will take the other 50%. 
 
Agricultural Inputs Exhibition  
We have agricultural inputs exhibitions 
which are taken to villages so that farmers 
can learn about the available inputs. We 
invite various companies to the 
exhibitions; the aim is exposure to the 
input possibilities for the certain areas e.g. 
maize seed for dry areas, drip irrigation 
etc. We also have field demonstration kits 
given to the farmers (who have been 
selected by the agro-dealer) who manage a 
demonstration site. Then we invite the 
farmers to see the demonstration and the 
input supplier. 
 
New Business Opportunities  
I came here today to learn about four 
business opportunities at this AgriTrade/ 
DrumNet forum: Information Board 
Management, SMS Newsletters, Farmer 
Recruitment and Sourcing sunflower for 
DrumNet. 
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I found the opportunities realistic; they are 
flexible, depending on where you are from 
and the time that you have to spend. There 
was a slot for everyone. Personally I think 
I could publicise market information 
through an Information Board or SMS 
newsletter. There are lots of prospects even 
looking outside the box; not only with 
agricultural purchase information and 
commodity information. Also it may work, 
let’s say in a town for job applications and 
all sorts of advertisement.  
 
Farmer recruitment and sourcing is a good 
idea and I know other prospective people 
who may join in. There is good flexibility 
with these side businesses depending on 
how much time you have and where you 
are. For AGMARK the connection with 
DrumNet would be good for the farmers 
growing the sunflower. AGMARK 
certified agro-dealers will come in to 
provide the inputs and provide the link 
with the Equity bank for the loans for 
farmers.  
 

 
Steven Ngwalla with his AGMARK Team in 
Embu 
 

Contact: Victor Kimathi Mirori 
E mail: kikimironi@gmail.com 

Mobile: 0720 960797 
 


